
Chapter 6 

Programming of Microprocessor 

6.1. Continuous to Discrete conversion of PI Controller 

The model of the present system has been derived in S plane by solving the 

differential equations in Laplace domain and accordingly proposed new PI controller 

for controlling the artificial load was derived as a continuous LTI model. The transfer 

function of PI controller developed in Matlab in S domain is as follows, 

0.95 + 0.0504 
Continuous-time Transfer function of PI Controller = 

s 

Since the design and implementation of the PI controller is performed in 

digital domain, it is discretized and converted to Z domain. In order to make the 

translation it is assumed that input is piecewise constant (zero-order hold). In this 

case, Sampling time Ts is taken as 0.04 seconds (40ms) which is determined by the 

time taken by CPU to detect a speed error between two digital pulse signals (from 

grid and generator sources). Conversion is made in Matlab using the commands listed 

below, 

%tf of the new PI controller in S plane 
Kp—0.9; 
d-0.056; 
num=[0 Kp Kp*d]; 
den=[0 1 ()]; 
PI_TFc=tf(mm, den) 
PI_TFd=c2d(PI_TFc, 0.04, 'zoh') 

0.9z + 0.899 
Result: Discrete-time Transfer function of PI Controller = 

z -1 

Sampling time: 0.04 sec 

The above discrete PI controller is then simulated for both strategy I & II and 

corresponding responses to a step input are shown in Figure 6.2a and 6.2b 
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respectively. 
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Figure 6.1 - Model of the system with discrete PI controller. 

Figure 6.2a - Results of simulation with Switching strategy I, with discrete PI 

controller. 
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Figure 6.2b - Results of simulation with Switching strategy II, with discrete PI 

controller. 

6.2. Comparison of simulation results for Continuous PI and Discrete PI 

controllers. 

The response curves of the discrete PI controller obtained in Figure 6.2a and 

6.2b exhibits small stair case shape in their response curves. However when compared 

with those of continuous PI controller responses in Figure 5.2 and 5.4. The both set of 

results are identical. Therefore, in the implementation of PI control algorithms in 

micro controller, the system is assumed to be continuous because the synchronization 

is a slow control system, and the sampling time 40msec is very small compared to 

settling time in the range of 40-150 seconds. 

6.3. Selection of Microcontroller unit (MCU) 

Currently, several manufacturers make 16-bit and 32-bit microcontrollers 

(MCUs) with features that enable easy control of almost any process of medium 

complexity. Eight-bit microcontrollers still dominate the market, however, because of 
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their small size, low cost, and simple programming. Because of these advantages, 8-

bit MCUs are found in process control, automotive, industrial, and appliance 

applications, among many others. Some of the newer MCUs provide clock speeds 

from 4 to 40MHz and 64KB of internal flash memory and 1KB of RAM in some 

models on-chip analog-to-digital converters (ADCs), digital-to-analog converters 

(DACs), or pulse-width modulator (PWM) outputs, a watchdog timer, 16-bits timers; 

and serial or USB ports. 

In this section, the required CPU time to implement the proposed control 

strategies is estimated. There are mainly three parts in the time consumption for the 

CPU to achieve the switching strategy with PI controller, 

(I) Speed Error sensing, 

(II) PI Algorithm implementation, 

(III) PWM output signal with Duty Factor variation proportional to PI control signal. 
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Fig 6.3 - Pin details of PIC16F877A microprocessor used for the PI controller. 

6.3.1 Speed Error detection by Micro Processor 

As shown in Figure 4.16, two square wave signals from grid and generator are 

fed in to Microprocessor input pins at R6 and R7 of Port B respectively. Methodology 

used in the Microprocessor program can be out lined as below. 
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Speed of the Crystal used in the PIC16F877A = 4MHz 

Time Period per instruction = 1 psec 

As the controller is switched ON the CPU first starts checking the bit status of 

pin R7 of Port B (grid source) continuously in a loop. If bit status is 0 (low), which 

means voltage level is 0 V, process will continue till bit status 1 (high) is commenced 

(positive edge detection). Then CPU starts counting the number of cycles till the bit 

status changes from 1 to 0 and again to 1 (next positive edge). This corresponds to a 

half cycle of grid frequency (10ms). 

For counting the instruction cycles TIMER 1 peripheral is used. And it has the 

capability of measuring the pulse widths up to 64ms. However, for our system we are 

interested around 10msec. If any pulse is longer than 65msec are neglected and the 

default output (0% PWM) is switched. 

Then the process will shift to the generator source and will measure the phase 

width of the generator square wave. The plus or minus difference will generate the 

error. For the control purpose this error signal has to be converted to the frequency. In 

order to make the implementation less complicated a liner relationship is used and this 

relationship is accurate enough in the range that is interested in (50Hz to 54Hz). The 

error (in Hz) = error (in Sec) / 0.2, This algorithm deviates less than 4% in the range 

50Hz to 54Hz. 

6.3.2 PI Algorithm implementation 

The continuous PI algorithm implemented in the program is as follows, 

0.9s+ 0.0504 

This algorithm is effective only when the, GENERATOR frequency > GRID 

frequency. In all other instances the PWM output will be set to default value which is 

0% Duty. This increases settling time as previously discussed. 

s 

Then, 

The Proportional error term 

The integral error term 

= Error (/Hz) * 0.9 

= sum (Error (/Hz)) * 0.504 / sampling time 

sum (Error (/Hz)) is the cumulative error term 
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The resolution of the error frequency = 0.01 Hz 

To avoid steady state oscillation because of the integral term, an integral term 

limit function is implemented. Then the integral term will not increase after the 

integral error term value is reached to 10%, which will increase the steady state 

stability. 

6.3.3 Generate Duty Factor of PWM in proportional to PI control signal. 

The result of the PI controller was scaled to give the maximum output which is 

100% duty factor at 4Hz error. The PWM frequency is selected to be in 5 KHz which 

is a fixed value. To generate this PWM signal the Capture Compare (CCP) module 

was used and the PWM output is connected to second pin at PORT C (RC2,CCP1, 

Pin# 17). In order ensure the smooth operation on a real-time system, resolution of 

the PWM is maintained at 0.4% 

6.4. Programming of Microprocessor 

Programming of the MCU is developed with assembly codes and key 

functions of the program such as generating error signal, PI algorithm, and PWM 

output are implemented. The compiler used for this project is Microchip MPLAB IDE 

V6.61. 

The program is listed in Appendix 7, which is for switching strategy II after 

debugging it in the demonstration board and testing at workshop. 

6.5. Outline to preliminary Testing of Circuitry. 

The switching circuitry with PI controller was developed with the provision 

for experimenting both switching strategies as described in the previous chapters. 

Since, the testing of the circuitry and experimental results should be obtained within a 

minimum downtime of the plant at site, it was required to do a model testing of the 

circuitry in advance at workshop. Thus, to verify the PWM out put by PI controller 

according to speed error, a 24V DC motor was connected at the driver side (collector-

Emitter) of IGBT. Using two signal generators, reference and feedback signals were 

simulated and thereby error signal was created. The resulting motor speed variation 

was observed and minor changes were done in the program. 
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Fig 6.4 - A picture during testing, the complete controller circuit mounted inside an 

IP23 grade panel. 

6.6. Installation of the sub-components of the circuit 

The entire power and control circuitry complete with 3 phase diode bridge, 

Speed sensing circuit, PI controller with PWM unit and auxiliary DC power supply 

units (5V and 15V) were mounted in a IP23 class panel enclosure. The AC power 

input to the panel is connected to the 3 phase diode bridge through 30A, 3P MCB. 

The IGBT unit is mounted on a heat sink and it is installed near the cooling fan of the 

load bank to ensure proper heat dissipation from IGBT during switching. 
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